Transients in the inhibitory driving of neurons and their postsynaptic consequences.
The presynaptic fiber at an inhibitory synapse on a pacemaker neuron was forced to generate transients, defined here as spike trains with a trend, unceasingly accelerating or slowing. Experiments were on isolated crayfish stretch receptor organs. Spike train analyses used tools and notions from conventional point processes and from non-linear dynamics. Pre- and postsynaptic discharges contrasted clearly in terms of rates and interspike intervals. The inhibitory train evolved monotonically and smoothly, following tightly the simple prescribed curves; it was uniform, exhibiting throughout a single and simple discharge form (i.e. interval patterning). The inhibited postsynaptic train alternately accelerated and slowed, not following tightly any simple curve; it was heterogeneous, exhibiting in succession several different and often complex discharge forms, and switching abruptly from one to another. The inhibited trains depended on the inhibitory transient's span, range and average slope. Accordingly, transients separated (not cuttingly) into categories with prolonged spans (over 1 s) and slow slopes (around 1/s2) and those with short spans (under 1 s) and fast slopes (around 30/s2). Special transients elicited postsynaptic discharges that reproduced it faithfully, e.g. accelerated with the transient and proportionately; no transient elicited postsynaptic discharges faithful to its mirror image. Crayfish synapses are prototypes, so these findings should be expected in any other junction, as working hypotheses at least. Implications involve the operation of neural networks, including the role of distortions and their compensation, and the underlying mechanisms. Transients have received little attention, most work on synaptic coding concentrating on stationary discharges. Transients are inherent to the changing situations that pervade everyday life, however, and their biological importance is self-evident. The different discharges encountered during a transient had strong similarities to the stationary forms reported for different pacemaker drivings that are called locking, intermittency, erratic and stammering; they were, in fact, trendy versions of these. Such forms appear with several synaptic drivings in the same order along the presynaptic rate scale; they may constitute basic building blocks for synaptic operation. In terms of non-linear science, it is as if the attractors postulated for stationary drivings remained strongly influential during the transients, though affected by the rate of change.